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Data envelopment analysis (DEA) has been extended to cross-efficiency to provide better discrimination and ranking of decision-
making units (DMUs). Current researches about cross-efficiencymainly focus on the non-uniqueness of optimal solution of linear
programming and information aggregation. As a common distance metric, standardized Euclidean distance is introduced to
define the discrimination power between two vectors and the deviation degree for measuring the difference between the individual
preference and group ideal preference. Based on above definitions, an alternative method is presented to compare multiple
optimal solutions, and further, a universal weighted cross-efficiency model considering both dynamic adjustment of weights and
preference formulation is constructed for evaluation and ranking. Two numerical examples are given to illustrate the effectiveness
of the comparison method for multiple optimal solutions and weights determination method of DMUs, respectively. At last, a
practical application aimed at evaluating environmental treatment efficiency in western area of China is given. Comparative
analysis shows that our model could be more moderate, flexible, and general than some available models and methods, which can
extend the theoretical research of cross-efficiency evaluation.

1. Introduction

Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a common tool for
measuring the relative efficiency of decision making units
(DMUs). In classic DEA model based on “efficient frontier”
[1], more than one DMU may be efficient with the same
efficiency score one, which makes multiple efficient DMUs
indistinguishable and nonranking. To overcome this
weakness, Sexton, Silkman, and Hogan [2] suggested cross-
efficiency evaluation method for distinguishing multiple
DMUs.+e essence of cross-efficiency evaluation is to assess
each DMU by both self-evaluation of the DMU and peer-
evaluations from other DMUs. Self-evaluation means a
DMU can choose the best input and output weights to
calculate its own efficiency, while peer-evaluation means a
DMU gets its efficiency by using input and output weights
other DMUs choose.

However, traditional cross-efficiency evaluation may be
uncertain due to non-uniqueness of the optimal solution of
linear programming (LP). +erefore, Doyle and Green [3] all

suggested the secondary goal to guarantee the peer-efficien-
cies from benevolent or aggressive viewpoint. +e benevolent
formulation is to guarantee the sum of cross-efficiency scores
of other evaluated DMUs as large as possible, while the ag-
gressive formulation is to guarantee the sum of cross-effi-
ciency scores of other evaluated DMUs as small as possible.
Doyle and Green [4] further developed the secondary goal for
guaranteeing each of other DMUs’ cross-efficiency score as
small as possible or as large as possible. However, absolute
aggressive or benevolent formulation may result of extreme
efficiency. Liang et al. [5] proposed three cross-efficiency
models based on the second objective, and the three methods
all strengthens the stability of the cross-efficiency method, but
some strategy adopted may be too extreme. In order to avoid
extreme results, some neutral strategies are considered in
literatures. Wang and Chin [6] proposed a “neutral” DEA
model and the choice of weights depended onmaximizing the
relative contribution of outputs using a max-min formulation
which could effectively reduce the number of zero weights for
outputs. Wang et al. [7] introduced two virtual DMUs, the
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ideal unit and the antiideal unit, and adopted a neutral idea to
construct four DEA models to solve the optimal weights of
each DMU. An improvement produced by Ramon et al. [8]
sought to prevent unrealistic input and output weighting
schemes instead of eliminating their impacts. Carrillo and
Jorge [9] continued pursuing the neutral strategy by which
each DMU got its optimal input and output weights without
concerning its effect on peer-evaluations. Along this line, Shi
et al. [10] provided a new neutral cross-efficiency evaluation
method that regarded the ideal virtual frontier and anti-ideal
virtual Frontier as evaluation criteria.

As a matter of fact, there exists a dilemma that it is
difficult to get exact benevolent, neutral, or aggressive at-
titudes from decision makers. Even if the exact attitude is
specified, “sometimes the weight sets induced by the ag-
gressive or benevolent formulation are still non-unique”
mentioned by Yang et al. [11]. +erefore, Yang et al. [11]
constructed cross-efficiency interval based on secondary
goal, and the cross-efficiency scores from benevolent and
aggressive formulation are the upper and lower limit points,
respectively, in interval. A new extension-dependent func-
tion for three-parameter interval numbers was proposed to
perform uncertain analysis of decision data [12]. Obviously,
a three-parameter interval numbers can be used to represent
cross-efficiency scores from benevolent, neutral, or ag-
gressive attitudes of decision-makers. Of course, how to rank
DMUswith cross-efficiencies denoted by interval numbers is
focused on by many researchers. In Yang’s paper [11], the
interval cross-efficiency matrix could be ranked according to
the acceptability indices computed by the stochastic mul-
ticriteria acceptability analysis method (SMAA-2). Ramon
et al. [13] developed a couple of models that allow for all
possible weights of DMUs simultaneously to yield individual
lower and upper bounds of the cross-efficiency, so cross-
efficiency interval numbers are formed.

Information aggregation of peer-efficiency scores with
weights has received growing interests in cross-efficiency
research. +e traditional cross-efficiency model integrated
self-efficiency and peer-efficiencies by simple arithmetic or
geometric averages, which may ignore differences of de-
cision power and importance degrees of DMUs. Many
theories and tools of information aggregation are applied to
implement aggregation of cross-efficiencies. Shannon en-
tropy was early used in cross-efficiency evaluation model
[14], and further researches and improvements about
Shannon entropy were provided by Wu et al. [15] and Song
and Liu [16]. +e Shapley value in cooperative games also
became a subsidiary tool for determining weights [17, 18].
Oukil and Amin [19] presented mini-max disparity model
to determine the aggregation weights in cross-efficiency
evaluation. +e ordered weighted averaging operator
(OWA), as a commonmethod for information aggregation,
was also introduced to reasonably allocate weights between
self-evaluation and peer-evaluation efficiencies in terms of
the optimism level of decision makers [20]. Oukil [21]
further developed the OWA operator and presented two
ordered weighted averaging- (OWA-) based procedures to
meet effectively the requirements of an information ag-
gregation while exploiting the positive properties of the

preference-ranking approach. Based on ideas of multi-
criteria decision-making theory, the relative importance of
the cross-efficiency scores was estimated to derive aggre-
gation weights [22]. Particularly, Carrillo and Jorge [22]
mentioned in their article that two aspects, an intrinsic
component reflecting discrimination powers of DMUs
appraisals and a contextual component reflecting relevant
relationship of DMUs appraisals, should be considered
simultaneously for weights determination. Recently, Bar-
gaining theory and the Kalai-Smorodinsky solution are also
utilized by Contreras [23] to discriminate between optimal
weighting profiles, and in their approach, the input and
output multipliers are agreed upon by the peer DMUs.

More methods are also applied to deduce weights of
DMUs and implement information aggregation, such as
evidential-reasoning approach [24, 25], satisfaction degree
[26], game theory [27], prospect theory with different risk
preferences [28, 29], and group evaluation [30].

In the conventional cross-efficiency model and its many
extensions, the self-evaluation score of a DMU is calculated
by primary goal programming which may lead to some
extreme input and output weights due to maximizing the
self-efficiency, and peer-evaluation scores are usually got by
secondary goal. An improvement from Jahanshahloo et al.
[14] defined a new secondary goal to identify optimal input
and output weights with promoting symmetry because
excessive weight flexibility in primary goal programming for
seeking maximum efficiency might lead to one or more
variables ignored. Lin et al. [31] proposed an iterative
method to get weights, which not only ensured unique input
and output weights but also minimized the number of zero
weights without any prior weight restriction. Noguchia et al.
[32] proposed a new ordering to solve the weights of ranks
by considering feasible solutions’ region of the constraint set
in LP. Hong and Jeong [33] developed cross-efficiency
heuristics without any LP model as an alternative for cross-
efficiency ranking methods and their variations and fur-
thermore constructed a systematic consistency evaluation
framework to compare consistency level of any DEA-related
full ranking method. Another contribution for avoiding
inconsistent and unbalanced evaluation standard is from Li
et al. [34] who suggested a common evaluation standard for
all DMUs and a game-like iterative procedure to obtain the
optimal balanced cross-efficiency.

In this article, standardized Euclidean distance is in-
troduced to extend the traditional cross-efficiency model.
On one hand, standardized Euclidean distance is used to
select a set of input and output weights from multiple op-
timal solutions of linear programming which is what we
need. More importantly, the Euclidean distance is also used
to define the deviation degree and measure the difference
between the individual preference and group ideal prefer-
ence, which is the base for cross-efficiency aggregation with
weights of DMUs.

+e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces traditional cross-efficiency evaluation model and
the Euclidean distance. Section 3 presents an alternative ap-
proach based on standardized Euclidean distance to select a set
of input and output weights from multiple optimal solutions.
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Subsequently a new cross-efficiency model with weights of
DMUs is constructed to get integrated efficiency scores of
DMUs for evaluation and ranking in Section 4. In Section 5, a
practical application involving real data aimed at evaluating
efficiencies of environmental treatment in western area of
China is given to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. Finally, some conclusions and remarks are provided
in Section 6.

2. Preliminary

2.1. Traditional Cross-Efficiency Model. Suppose there are n
DMUs. Let Xj � (x1j, x2j, . . . , xmj)

T be the input vector of
DMUj and Yj � (y1j, y2j, . . . , ysj)

T be the output vector of
DMUj. +e traditional cross-efficiency model [2] is de-
scribed as Model I. Model I (Traditional cross-efficiency
model).

(i) Step 1: create primary goal (CCRmodel) to calculate
the self-evaluation score of DMUj(j � 1, 2, . . . , n).
+e linear programming is

maxEjj � 
s

r�1
urjyrj,

s.t.


m

i�1
vijxik − 

s

r�1
urjyrk ≥ 0, (k � 1, 2, . . . , n),


m

i�1
vijxij � 1, vij ≥ 0, urj ≥ 0, r � 1, 2, . . . , s, i � 1, 2, . . . , m,

(1)

(ii) Let [U∗j , V∗j ]T be a optimal solution of equation (1),
where U∗j � (u∗1j, u∗2j, . . . , u∗sj) is the optimal output
weights and V∗j � (v∗1j, v∗2j, . . . , v∗mj) is the optimal
input weights, so the optimal value
Ejj � 

s
r�1 u∗rjyrj is the self-evaluation score of

DMUj.
(iii) Step 2: calculate peer-evaluation score Ejk which

represents the peer-efficiency of DMUk using the
optimal input and output weights [U∗j , V∗j ]T that
DMUj(k≠ j) has chosen:

Ejk �


s
r�1 urjyrk


m
i�1 vijxik

, j, k � 1, 2, . . . , n, j≠ k. (2)

(iv) Step 3: generate the cross-efficiency matrix ECross

composed of self-evaluation scores and peer-eval-
uation scores:

E
Cross

�

E11 E12 . . . E1n

E21 E22 . . . E2n

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

En1 En2 . . . Enn

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (3)

(v) where diagonal and off diagonal cells are, re-
spectively, composed of the self-evaluation and
cross-evaluations. Ejj(j � 1, 2, . . . , n) represents
the self-evaluation efficiency and Ejk(j≠ k) the
peer-evaluation efficiency.

(vi) Step 4: calculate the final efficiency of
DMUj(j � 1, 2, . . . , n), we have

E
cross
j �

1
n



n

k�1
Ekj, k � 1, 2, . . . , n. (4)

Obviously, the final efficiency Ecross
j is mean of column j

in the cross-efficiency matrix ECross.
In Model _, averaged final efficiency suffers several

significant drawbacks summarized by Song and Liu [16].
Additionally, if there are infinite solutions of LP, the non-
uniqueness and randomness of optimal solutions caused by
LP solver make evaluation results uncertain. So, we intend to
introduce the Euclidean distance as an alternative tool to
extend the traditional cross-efficiency model.

2.2. Euclidean Distance Metric. As a common distance
measure, the Euclidean distance is defined as the square root
of the sum of the squares of the differences between the
corresponding dimensions of two points in the Euclidean n-
space.

Definition 1. Let A(a1, a2, . . . , an) and B(b1, b2, . . . , bn) be
two points in the Euclidean n-space; the Euclidean distance
between A and B is defined as

d(A, B) �

�����������



n

k�1
ak − bk( 

2




. (5)

It is well-known that d(A, B) is a metric, that is,

(1) d(A, B)≥ 0 (positive definite)
(2) d(A, B) � 0⟺A � B (reflexivity)
(3) d(A, B) � d(B, A) (symmetric)
(4) for any A, B, and C and p≥ 1, d(A, B)≤ d(B, C) +

d(C, A) (triangle inequality)

Standardized Euclidean distance is to fully balance out
different contributions of components of a vector.

Definition 2. Let A(a1, a2, . . . , an) and B(b1, b2, . . . , bn) be
two points in Euclidean n-space; standardized Euclidean
distance is defined as

d(A, B) �

������������



n

k�1

ak − bk

sk

 

2



, (6)

where sk is the standard deviation of the dimension k.
In DEA cross-efficiency evaluation, the set composed of

cross-efficiency scores of DMUs can be viewed as a point of
Euclidean space, so Euclidean distance will be introduced to
implement DEA cross-efficiency aggregation.
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3. The Comparison of Multiple
Optimal Solutions

3.1. Discrimination Power and Comparison Method. Due to
the non-uniqueness and randomness of optimal solutions
caused by LP solver, many extensions with secondary goal
have been provided for dealing with the non-uniqueness of
optimal solution that the LP solver generates in primary
goal. However, as mentioned in the article from Lin et al.
[31], there have been no theoretical proofs that the sec-
ondary goal programming always generate a unique set of
input and output weights. Here, an alternative approach is
suggested to compare multiple optimal solutions we can find
if necessary.

In this section, Euclidean distance is supposed to
measure the distance between the peer-evaluation vector
and the self-evaluation. +e peer-evaluation vector is
composed of a DMU’s self-evaluation score and its peer-
evaluation scores to other DMUs based on a specified op-
timal solution, and the self-evaluation vector is composed of
self-evaluation scores of all DMUs. In order to describe our
approach, the discrimination power of an optimal solution is
firstly defined based on known standardized Euclidean
distance.

Definition 3. Let Es(E11, E22, . . . , Enn) be self-evaluation
vector in which Eii(i � 1, 2, . . . , n) represents the self-
evaluation efficiency of DMUi, and Ei(Ei1, Ei2, . . . , Ein) be
the peer-evaluation vector of DMUi, where
Eik(k � 1, 2, . . . , n) represents the peer-evaluation effi-
ciency got by the optimal solution [U∗i , V∗i ]T of DMUi. +e
discrimination power of [U∗i , V∗i ]T is defined as

d E
s
, E

i
  �

��������������



n

k�1

Ekk − Eik

sk

 

2



. (7)

Obviously, d(Es, Ei)≥ 0. +e bigger d(Es, Ei) is, the
greater the distance between the self-evaluation vector and
the peer-evaluation vector of DMUi is. Decision makers can
select the suitable optimal solution according to their be-
nevolent or aggressive attitudes. From a benevolent view-
point, the optimal solution with minimal d(Es, Ei) will be
selected, while the optimal solution with maximal d(Es, Ei)

is the target from the aggressive viewpoint.
Based on the discrimination power defined as Definition

3, Model II is given to compare h(h≥ 2) optimal solutions
for any DMUi.

3.1.1. Model II

(i) Step 1: calculate self-evaluation scores of all DMUs
to create the self-evaluation vector
Es(E11, E22, . . . , Enn).

(ii) Step 2: for DMUi, suppose there are h(h≥ 2) op-
timal solutions of the primary programming. For
each optimal solution [Ut

i , Vt
i]

T (t � 1, 2, . . . , h),
construct the peer-evaluation vector

Et � (Et1, Et2, . . . , Etn). Obviously, Et is composed
of peer-evaluation scores computed by [Ut

i , Vt
i]

T.
(iii) Step 3: for each peer-evaluation vector

Et(t � 1, 2, . . . , h), calculate the discrimination
power d(Es, Et)(t � 1, 2, . . . , h) using equation (7).

(iv) Step 4: compare optimal solutions based on their
discrimination power and select a suitable set of
input and out weights. If strong discrimination
power is need, so the optimal solution with the
maximal discrimination power is what we need.
Conversely, the optimal solution with the minimal
discrimination power could be selected.

3.2. A Numerical Example. Data from Tone [35] is used to
illustrate the reasonableness of Model II for selection a
suitable optimal solution. Consider Table 1.

First of all, we can get the self-evaluation vector
Es(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) through primary goal programming which
means all self-evaluation efficiencies of DMUs are 1. In this
numerical example, we only take DMU1 as a research object.
For other DMUs, the selection steps are the same.

Suppose we have found two optimal solutions [U1
i , V1

i ]T

and [U2
i , V2

i ]T by a LP solver. In fact, we know from the
theory of linear programming there are unlimited optimal
solutions in this example. For each optimal solution
[Ut

i , Vt
i]

T (t � 1, 2), compute the peer-evaluation vector
Et � (Et1, Et2, . . . , Etn). +e related optimal solutions and
cross-efficiency scores are shown in Tables 2 and 3,
respectively.

From Table 3, we know cross-efficiency scores which are
given by DMU1 to other DMUs are different under different
optimal solutions. We have E1 � (1, 0.9959, 0.7998, 0.6588,
0.9694, 0.972) and E2 � (1, 1, 0.7961, 0.6649, 1, 1).

Next, we calculate the discrimination power according to
Definition 3. In order to avoid the standard deviation with
zero, replace E11 with E11 − ε where E11 is the self-efficiency
of DMU1 and ε is enough small. Here, let ε � 10− 8, so we
have d(Es, E1) � 4.2424, d(Es, E2) � 3.

Obviously, the optimal solution [U1
i , V1

i ]T has bigger
discrimination power than [U2

i , V2
i ]T. +erefore, we can

select [U1
i , V1

i ]T as a set of input and output weights to
compute other DMUs cross-efficiency scores from aggres-
sive viewpoint with strong discrimination power. Of course,
Model II only provides a selective idea for selection from
multiple optimal solutions.

4. Cross-Efficiency Model considering
Preference Distances

4.1. Dynamic Weights of DMUs Based on Deviation Degrees.
When all DMUs are regarded as a group of decision makers,
the cross-efficiency evaluation is actually viewed as group
evaluation. So how to aggregate different opinions which are
showed by self-evaluation scores and peer-evaluation scores
should be emphasized.

+e standardized Euclidean distance between the in-
dividual preference of a DMU and the group ideal pref-
erence can denote deviation degree of the individual
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preference from the group preference, which can be used to
measure the weight of a DMU. Furthermore, to consider
the different impacts of self-efficiency and peer-efficiencies
on final efficiency scores, the adjustment coefficient of
weights is given to reflect the flexibility and universality of
the model.

Definition 4. +e deviation degree of individual preference
Ei(Ei1, Ei2, . . . , Ein) from group ideal preference
EG(EG

1 , EG
2 , . . . , EG

n ) is defined as

d E
i
, E

G
  �

�������������



n

k�1

Eik − EG
k

sk

 

2



, (8)

where Ei(Ei1, Ei2, . . . , Ein) represents the individual pref-
erence of DMUi composed of the self-evaluation score of
DMUi and peer-evaluation scores of
DMUk(k � 1, 2, . . . , n, k≠ i) calculated using the optimal
input and output weights of DMUi. Obviously,
d(Ei, EG)≥ 0. +e smaller d(Ei, EG) is, the individual
preference of DMUi is closer to the group ideal preference,
and the DMU can get a bigger weight.

Next, the group ideal preference EG(EG
1 , EG

2 , . . . , EG
n ) will

be discussed. Based on the benevolent, neutral, and ag-
gressive formulation, we can get different group ideal
preferences.

(1) From the benevolent formulation, the group ideal
preference is EG(Emax

1 , Emax
2 , . . . , Emax

n ), where
Emax

i (i � 1, 2, . . . , n) is the maximal cross-efficiency
score of column i in the cross-efficiency matrix

(2) From the neutral formulation, the group ideal
preference is EG(E

avg
1 , E

avg
2 , . . . , E

avg
n ), where E

avg
i (i �

1, 2, . . . , n) is the mean of cross-efficiency scores of
column i in the cross-efficiency matrix

(3) From the aggressive formulation, the group ideal
preference is EG(Emin

1 , Emin
2 , . . . , Emin

n ), where
Emin

i (i � 1, 2, . . . , n) is the minimal cross-efficiency
score of column i in the cross-efficiency matrix

Definition 5. +e adjustment weight of DMUi is defined by

Δwi �
d
max

+ d
min

− di


n
j�1 d

max
+ d

min
− di 

,



n

j�1
d
max

+ d
min

− di ≠ 0, i � 1, 2, . . . , n.

(9)

where dmax and dmin are the maximal value and the minimal
value in d(Ei, EG)|i � 1, 2, . . . , n , respectively. Obviously,
Δwi ∈ [0, 1], 1≤i≤nΔwi � 1, and different formulations
(benevolent, neutral and aggressive) lead to different group
ideal preference EG and different weights adjustment.

Definition 6. +e weight of DMUi is defined as

wi � (1 − a)w
0
i + aΔwi, i � 1, 2, . . . , n. (10)

where a ∈ [0, 1] is the adjustment coefficient of weights and
w0

i is the initial weight of DMUi for keep the initial difference
of weights among DMUs. If a� 0, wi � w0

i , that is, the weight
of DMUi can be directly specified by initial weights. If a� 1,
wi � Δwi which means the weight of DMUi is fully deter-
mined by the adjustment weight. If 0< a< 1, the weight is a
compromise between the initial weight and the adjustment
weight.

4.2. Model Construction. Based on classic cross-efficiency
model and dynamic weights, a novel extension model de-
scribed by Model III is presented to implement cross-effi-
ciency evaluation and ranking.

4.2.1. Model III

(i) Step 1: create primary goal to calculate the self-
evaluation score of Ejj(j � 1, 2, . . . , n) by equation
(1)

(ii) Step 2: select the optimal solution [U0
j , V0

j]T(j �

1, 2, . . . , n) frommultiple optimal solutions for each
DMUj(j � 1, 2, . . . , n) through Model II if
necessary

(iii) Step 3: for each DMUj, calculate cross-efficiency
scores Ejk � (((U0

j)TYk)/((V0
j)TXk)),

k � 1, 2, . . . , n, k≠ j

Table 1: Data from Tone’s research.

DMU
Data

x1 x2 x3 x4 y1 y2
DMU1 80 600 54 8 90 5
DMU2 65 200 97 1 58 1
DMU3 83 400 72 4 60 7
DMU4 40 1000 75 7 80 10
DMU5 52 600 20 3 72 8
DMU6 94 700 36 5 96 6

Table 2: Optimal input and output weights.

[U1
i , V1

i ]T [U2
i , V2

i ]T

x1 0.00280440 0.00266665
x2 0.00105770 0.00097874
x3 0.00256580 0.00277492
x4 0.00031216 0.00619732
y1 0.01101000 0.01111111
y2 0.00181330 0.00000000

Table 3: Cross-efficiency scores under different optimal solutions.

[U1
i , V1

i ]T [U2
i , V2

i ]T

DMU1 1 1
DMU2 0.9959 1.0000
DMU3 0.7998 0.7961
DMU4 0.6588 0.6649
DMU5 0.9694 1.0000
DMU6 0.9726 1.0000

Mathematical Problems in Engineering 5



(iv) Step 4: generate the cross-efficiency matrix ECross

based on obtained self-evaluation scores and peer-
evaluation scores

(v) Step 5: calculate weights wj(j � 1, 2, . . . , n)

according to equations (8)–(10) in specified pref-
erence formulation

(vi) Step 6: aggregate efficiency scores in ECross by

E
cross
j � 

n

k�1
wkEkj, j � 1, 2, . . . , n, (11)

where Ecross
j is the final efficiency of DMUj.

4.3. A Simple Numerical Example for Comparative Analysis.
In Model III, weights of DMUs are the important segment
described by Step 5, so a simple numerical example from
Song and Liu [16] is used to illustrate the effectiveness and
reasonableness of weights of DMUs in our Model III.
Consider the following cross-efficiency matrix with four
DMUs:

E
Cross

�

1.0000 0.9992 0.6917 0.8330

0.9771 1.0000 0.6180 0.7841

1.0000 0.9592 1.0000 0.9268

0.9999 0.9998 0.9997 1.0000

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (12)

Table 4 lists the final weights derived fromWu’s method
[36], Song’s method [16], and our method for weight de-
termination E-method for short in Table 1 with a� 1, and
Figure 1 shows directly the weights difference under dif-
ferent methods.

In Figure 1, AF, NF, and BF denote aggressive for-
mulation, neutral formulation, and benevolent formula-
tion, respectively. Obviously, the weights from Wu’s and
Song’s methods have significant difference. In Song’s
method, the weight of DMU4 is 0.000309, while the weight
of DMU4 is 0.999980 in Wu’s method. It is observed that
the ranking of weights from Wu’s method is
w4 >w3 >w1 >w2, while the ranking from Song’s method is
w2 >w1 >w3 >w4. Specially, some weights from Wu’s and
Song’s methods are relatively extreme, which means some
cross-efficiency scores will be neglected or exaggerated
during the process of information aggregation. For ex-
ample, the weight of DMU1 is 0.000001 which means the
self-evaluation scores of DMU1 rarely impact on the final
efficiency of itself. Obviously, extreme weights may not be
good choices if we focus on each efficiency score of cross-
efficiency matrix.

Compared to the results from Wu’s method and Song’s
method, the weights from our method are more neutral no
matter which formulation is used, which not only reflects
differences among DMUs but also do not ignore any effi-
ciency scores.

5. Application in Environmental
Treatment Efficiency

As an effective evaluation and ranking method, the cross-
efficiency evaluation not only makes the DMUs with same or
similar efficiencies more distinguishable but also adequately
considers the interrelationship among all DMUs. +e cross-
efficiency evaluation and its increasingly extensions have been
extensively applied in various fields, such as performance
assessment of tourism industry with group perspective [37]
and cooperative partners selection [38].+is section will apply
Model III to measure and rank environmental treatment
efficiency of western area in China in 2015.

5.1. Evaluation Indicators and Data. +e indicators and
detailed data for cross-efficiency evaluation are listed in Ta-
bles 5 and 6, respectively. Data for empirical study come from
2016 China Statistical Yearbook on Environment, 2016 China
Environment Yearbook, and 2016 China Statistical Yearbook,
and 10 main regions in western area of China are selected as
DMUs. +e districts are Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou,
Yunnan, Guangxi, Shanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia, and
Xinjiang labeled from DMU1 to DMU10, respectively.

5.2. Data Processing and Analysis. +e algorithm of Model
III is implemented by Matlab, and data corresponding to
negative indicators y4 and y5 are positively handled through
reciprocal values. According toModel III, we firstly calculate
self-evaluation efficiencies of 10 DMUs according to
equation (1), and then calculate peer-efficiencies according
to equation (2). Here, we select directly the optimal solution
of the primary goal programming solved by Matlab. Table 7
shows the cross-efficiency matrix.

In Table 7, diagonal cells represent self-evaluation scores,
and off diagonal cells represent peer-evaluation scores.
According to self-evaluation efficiency scores, we know that five
DMUs are DEA-efficient with 1, one DMU is closely DEA-
efficient with 0.9794, and DMU10 has a minimal self-efficiency
which indicates the overall performance of environmental
treatment in Xinjiang region is poor. For comparison and
ranking, peer-evaluation efficiency scores need to be considered.

Next, we consider information aggregation of
cross-efficiency scores with weights of DMUs. For each
DMU, the deviation degree, the weight adjustment, and
the final weight are calculated according to equations
(8)–(10). Finally, equation (11) is used to get final efficiency
scores for comparing and ranking. In this empirical study,
we only consider benevolent formulation and let a � 1 in
equation (10). +e results with benevolent formulation are
listed in Table 8.

From Table 8, we have

DMU1≻DMU8 ≻DMU5≻DMU4≻DMU6 ≻DMU3≻DMU2

≻DMU9≻DMU7≻DMU10,

(13)
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which means the DMU1 has the maximal cross-efficiency
evaluation score, while the efficiency score of DMU10 is
minimal. +e results of self-evaluation listed in Table 3 show
that there are several DMUs are all efficient or closely ef-
ficient, but these DMUs cannot be efficiently distinguished.

Compared to self-evaluation, cross-efficiency evaluation
makes all DMUs comparative.

5.3. Comparative Analysis with Doyle’s Method.
Comparing our method described by Model III with Doyle’s
method [3] and traditional method of averaged cross-effi-
ciency described by Model _, results are listed in Table 9.
Note that benevolent formulation is applied in both our
method and Doyle’s method for consistency and compa-
rability. For neutral and aggressive formulation, the com-
parative analysis is similar. Figure 2 shows directly the
difference of final efficiency scores under different aggre-
gation mechanism.

As is shown in Table 9 and Figure 2, however, all ranking
results from three methods are similar, and efficiency scores
from our model are moderate. +ey are higher than aver-
aged-efficiencies from Model _ and lower than relatively
extreme peer-evaluation scores from Doyle’s method.

Table 5: Input and output indicators.

Indicator Description

Inputs

x1 Total investment in treatment of environmental pollution (units: billion yuan)
x2 Number of facilities for environmental pollution treatment
x3 Number of employees in environmental protection institutions at the end of this year

x4
Investment rate in treatment of environmental pollution (total investment in treatment of environmental pollution/

GDP)

Outputs

y1 Waste water treatment rate
y2 Utilization ratio of industrial solid waste
y3 Green covered area as % of completed
y4 Total volume of waste water discharged
y5 Sulphur dioxide emission per GDP

Table 4: Weights from different methods.

DMU1 DMU2 DMU3 DMU4

Wu’s method 0.000001 0.000000 0.000018 0.999980
Song’s method 0.403725 0.508601 0.087365 0.000309
E-method with benevolent formulation 0.2138 0.0023 0.2109 0.5730
E-method with neutral formulation 0.3404 0.1743 0.2249 0.2603
E-method with aggressive formulation 0.2692 0.3384 0.2344 0.1580

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Wu’s method

Song’s method

E-method with BF

E-method with NF

E-method with AF

DMU4
DMU3

DMU2
DMU1

Figure 1: Weights comparison under different methods.

Table 6: Data for empirical study.

x1 x2 x3 x4 y1 y2 Y3 Y4 y5
DMU1 139.0 7129 6377 1.18 94.8 85.7 40.3 95308 32
DMU2 216.0 13894 11516 1.01 88.5 44.7 38.7 113668 24
DMU3 137.5 6761 4799 1.84 95.2 60.8 35.9 107405 81
DMU4 140.8 10811 6040 1.19 91.0 51.0 37.3 127272 43
DMU5 261.2 9061 4649 1.28 90 62.9 37.6 130968 25
DMU6 240.4 6593 6558 1.61 91.6 65.4 40.6 93288 41
DMU7 122.6 5335 4727 2.10 89.6 52.9 30.2 98775 84
DMU8 34.8 1760 1040 1.30 60.0 48.7 29.8 97900 62
DMU9 86.9 2910 1039 2.86 93.1 62.1 37.9 109983 123
DMU10 288.7 6970 4499 4.24 83.4 56.9 37.5 107189 83
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Furthermore, in Doyle’s method, sets of input and output
weights for different cross-efficiency scores are all different
because of primary goal programming and secondary goal
programming, while in Model _, a DMU can use the same
input and output weights to do self-evaluation and peer-
evaluation. Our compromising method not only keeps the
consistency of evaluation criteria, which means each DMU
uses the same input and output weights to assess itself and
other DMUs but also adequately considers weights of DMUs
under different preference formulation. Furthermore, the

coefficient a of weight adjustment makes our model more
flexible than other methods.

6. Conclusions

In current research, information aggregation of cross-effi-
ciency has been a hot topic for DEA evaluation. As a common
distance metric, the Euclidean distance can be considered to
extend DEA cross-efficiency aggregation. In this article,
standardized Euclidean distance is introduced not only to
compare different optimal solutions for selecting a suitable set
of input and output weights but also to determine weights of
DMUs for cross-efficiency aggregation based on the differ-
ence between the individual preference and group ideal
preference. For illustrating the effectiveness and reason-
ableness of weights from our model, a numerical example in
Section 4.3 is provided. +e results show that comparing to
Wu’s method [36] and Song’s method [16], weights from our
method not only reflect differences among DMUs but also do
not ignore any efficiency score. Furthermore, an empirical
application for DEA cross-efficiency aggregation and evalu-
ation is given. +e traditional DEA cross-efficiency method,
Doyle’s method [4], and our method mention in this paper
are compared. Comparative analysis and results show that our
cross-efficiency model with weights could be more moderate,
flexible, and general, which can extend the theoretical re-
search of DEA evaluation.

Table 8: Deviation degrees, weights and efficiency scores with benevolent formulation.

DMU1 DMU2 DMU3 DMU4 DMU5 DMU6 DMU7 DMU8 DMU9 DMU10

Deviation degree 4.7371 5.0815 1.5196 1.5196 4.3080 2.0341 2.0341 7.4851 7.3946 1.5336
Weights 0.0814 0.0749 0.1428 0.1428 0.0896 0.1330 0.1330 0.0290 0.0307 0.1426
Final efficiency 0.9550 0.6908 0.7272 0.8044 0.8717 0.7443 0.6497 0.9366 0.6522 0.3498
Ranking 1 7 6 4 3 5 9 2 8 10

Table 9: Final efficiency scores and rankings based on different methods.

DMU1 DMU2 DMU3 DMU4 DMU5 DMU6 DMU7 DMU8 DMU9 DMU10

Model _ 0.8610 0.6317 0.6286 0.7051 0.7723 0.6518 0.5649 0.9199 0.6265 0.3115
Model III (a� 1) 0.9550 0.6908 0.7272 0.8044 0.8717 0.7443 0.6497 0.9366 0.6522 0.3498
Doyle’s method 0.9424 0.7600 0.7998 0.8708 0.9123 0.7798 0.7148 0.9946 0.7718 0.3899
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Figure 2: Efficiency under different aggregation mechanisms.

Table 7: +e cross-efficiency matrix.

DMU1 DMU2 DMU3 DMU4 DMU5 DMU6 DMU7 DMU8 DMU9 DMU10

DMU1 1.0000 0.7967 0.5128 0.6848 0.7769 0.6440 0.4431 0.7315 0.3605 0.2268
DMU2 0.9899 1.0000 0.4907 0.7609 0.8307 0.6499 0.4145 0.6656 0.3168 0.2104
DMU3 1.0000 0.7050 0.8638 0.9794 1.0000 0.7907 0.7485 1.0000 0.7530 0.4012
DMU4 1.0000 0.7050 0.8638 0.9794 1.0000 0.7907 0.7485 1.0000 0.7530 0.4012
DMU5 0.9514 0.7773 0.4936 0.7285 1.0000 0.6545 0.4154 0.8236 0.3791 0.2462
DMU6 1.0000 0.6415 0.8203 0.7458 0.7999 0.8602 0.7785 1.0000 0.7449 0.4075
DMU7 1.0000 0.6415 0.8203 0.7458 0.7999 0.8602 0.7785 1.0000 0.7449 0.4075
DMU8 0.4096 0.2297 0.3048 0.2884 0.2115 0.2266 0.3209 1.0000 0.4562 0.1505
DMU9 0.2594 0.1283 0.2550 0.2014 0.3041 0.2257 0.2472 0.9787 1.0000 0.2549
DMU10 1.0000 0.6919 0.8608 0.9369 1.0000 0.8150 0.7537 1.0000 0.7565 0.4088
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Although we numerically demonstrate the performance
of our method, more extensive studies in our future work are
needed to be proceeded, such as undesirable outputs and
deviation degree in different preference formulations. In
addition, the selection of adjustment coefficient of weights
should also be considered. We claim that our research is a
starting point for those future studies.
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